Vauci Frames
Assembly Instructions
1. Before installing, first check to ensure you have received all the package contents.

1x Top Framing

4x Stainless Steel Connectors
16x Stainless Steel Bolts

1x Bottom Framing

1x Allen Key

2x Mounting Strips

1x Left Framing

1x Right Framing

2.Using the 4 pieces of framing, lay the framing face down to
connect their corners. When doing this, make sure that the top
and bottom framing pieces have the wall mount strip connected.
The mount strips should be facing in a downward angle. (Noted:
The wall mount strips may be placed on the long or short
framing pieces. This will depend if your frame is of portrait or
landscapte orientation). Using the stainless steel connectors and
bolts, connect the corners of the framing pieces together. An
allen key is included to assist in doing this.
(Note: It is recommended to have 2+persons assisting in the
constructing of the frame. One should hold the 2 framing pieces
tightly together while the other fastens the stainless steel corner
connector and bolts into the back of the frame. This will ensure
a close seal between the two pieces of framing.

3.Now place your picture, painting or mirror into the Vauci frame.
(Note: It is the installers responsibility to prepare the Vauci frame
correctly to ensure it will fit around the picture, painting or
mirror properly; this includes any additional installation
standards that may be needed for specific applications). All Vauci
orders are produced to the specifications the customer requests.

4.Verify the wall is prepared correctly for installation. Determine
the type of screws or bolts needed for the wall surface you are
mounting to. Drill holes into the mounting strips. The holes
should be drilled at the location that is best for the installation of
your Vauci frame.
Then, install mounting strips to the wall. Ensure the mounting
strips are securely fastened to the wall.

5. Vauci frames come standard with a slim wall mount. The
distance between wall and frame will be approximately 1/3”
(9mm). Optionally we can provide wall mounts that create a
distance of 1” or 2” between the wall and the frame.
Hang the Vauci frame. Lift the enitre product and securely
engage the mounting strips that are attached to the backside of
the Vauci frame to the mounting strips on the wall. (Note: It is
recommended that additional persons may be required to engage
the mounting striips. This will depend on the product you are
installing).
Installation of your Vauci frame is complete. For additional
information on Vauci products, please view our website
www.vauci.com

